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Mapping the field of Algorithmic Journalism
Dörr, Konstantin
Abstract: With software automatically producing texts in natural language from structured data, the
evolution of natural language generation (NLG) is changing traditional news production. The paper first
addresses the question whether NLG is able to perform the functions of professional journalism on a
technical level. A technological potential analysis therefore uncovers the technological limitations and
possibilities of NLG, accompanied by an institutional classification following Weischenberg, Malik, and
Scholl. Overall, NLG is explained within the framework of algorithmic selection and along its technological
functionality. The second part of the paper focuses on the economic potential of NLG in journalism as
well as indicating its institutionalization on an organizational level. Thirteen semi-structured interviews
with representatives of the most relevant service providers detail the current market situation. Following
Heuss, the development of the NLG market is classified into phases. In summary, although the market
for NLG in journalism is still at an early stage of market expansion, with only a few providers and
journalistic products available, NLG is able to perform tasks of professional journalism at a technical
level. The analysis therefore sets the basis to analyze upcoming challenges for journalism research at the
intersection of technology and big data.
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its% institutionalization% on% an% organizational% level.% 13% semiOstructured% interviews% with%
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summary,% although% the% market% for% NLG% in% journalism% is% still% at% an% early% stage% of% market%
expansion%with%only%few%providers%and%journalistic%products%available,%NLG%is%able%to%perform%
tasks%of%professional%journalism%on%a%technical%level.%The%analysis%therefore%sets%the%basis%to%












2000,! 229).! With! algorithms! editing,! aggregating,! publishing,! and! distributing! content,!
processes!of!media!production!and!consumption!are! increasingly!being!automated! (Napoli!
2014;!Mager!2012;!Pavlik!2013;!Gillespie!2014;!Broussard!2014;!Diakopoulos!2014).!!
As! newspapers! struggle! for! profitability,! market! share,! journalistic! reputation,! and!
readers,!recent!developments!in!news!production!go!along!with!progress!in!natural!language!
generation! (NLG),! a! subfield! of! natural! language! processing! (see! Jones! 2001! for! an!
overview).!Terms!like!“robot!journalism,”!“automated!journalism,”!“algorithmic!journalism,”!
or! “machine`written! journalism”! dominate! the! media! and! scientific! discourse! (Anderson!
2012!and!2013).!Due!to!the!rising!availability!of!digital!and!digitized!data,!NLG!is!defined!as!
software! and! computer! systems,! which! automatically! produce! human! (natural)! language!
from! a! computational! representation! of! information! (Reiter! and! Dale! 2000).! Although!
companies! like!Narrative!Science!or!Automated! Insights!are!already!able!to!ad!and!embed!
graphics! or! other! media! to! their! generated! texts,! these! additons! are! not! NLG! in! the!
understanding! of! computational! linguistics! as! they! rely! on! other! technological! premises!
(Reiter!2010).!Therefore!they!are!not!part!of!this!analysis.!But!of!course,! it! is! the! interplay!
between!NLG!and!these!tools!of!visualization!that!enhances!the!variety!and!content!diversity!
of!journalistic!products.!









to! re`examine! their! skills.! Latar! (2015)! notes! the! limits! of! NLG! in! a! more! universal!
understanding! of! the! potential! of! algorithms,! lacking! an! institutional! discussion.! With!
journalism! offering! “institutionalized! solutions! of! communication! problems”! (Neuberger!
1996,! 12),! the! rising! potential! of!NLG! is! also! leading! to! rising! user! expectations! (Bateman!
2010,! 640).! Therefore,! initial! studies! on! the! perceived! quality! and! credibility! of!
algorithmically! generated! texts! show! that! differences! between! human! and! automated!
written! texts! are! nearly! undiscernible! (van! der! Kaa! and! Krahmer! 2014;! Clerwall! 2014).!
Questions! about! “how! decisions! of! inclusion! and! exclusion! are! made,! what! styles! of!
reasoning! are! employed,!whose! values! are! embedded! into! the! technology,! and! how! they!
affect!public!understanding!of!complex!issues“!(Young!and!Hermida!2014,!4)!also!challenge!
NLG!on!an!ethical!level.!Carlson!(2014)!therefore!addresses!these!questions!with!the!concept!
of! “algorithmic! authority”! and!Gillespie! (2014)! discusses! this! development! using! the! term!
“algorithmic! objectivity.”! This! overview! shows! that! algorithms! are! entering! the! formerly!
sacred!territory!of!“human”!text!production!and!call!for!research!on!various!levels!(Poynter!
2014! and! 2015).! Besides! the! institutional! discussion! of! automated! news! by!Napoli! (2014)!
and! Anderson! (2012! and! 2013),! communication! science! has! not! been! able! to! supply! a!
coherent! model! of! NLG! in! journalism! so! far,! as! well! as! identifying! the! possibilities! and!
limitations!of!this!technology.!Thus,!this!leads!to!the!first!of!two!central!questions!addressed!







a! technical! level. First,! NLG! and! its! technical! functionality! are! explained! within! the!
framework!of!“Algorithmic!Selection!on!the!Internet”!by!an!input`throughput`output`model!









analysis! is!used!as!an!analysis! tool,! following!the!potential!analysis!of!online! journalism!by!
Neuberger! (2001)!and!Wolf! (2014)! for!applications! in!mobile! journalism.!Knowing!that!this!
analysis!can!be!viewed!from!a!technical!and!an! institutional!perspective! (Wolf!2014),!both!
positions!are! identified!not!as!contrary!but!as! two!stages!during! the! institutionalization!of!
NLG! in! journalism.! Based! on! Weischenberg,! Malik,! and! Scholl! (2006)! it! is! assumed! that!




analysis! of! the! basic! functions,! codes,! and! norms! of! journalism! in! the! light! of! various!
practical!and! theoretical!approaches! to!defining!“journalism”! (Neuberger!2002;!Neuberger!
and!Kapern!2013;!Meier!2011).!!




data! sets! to! a! semantic! structure! (throughput),! and! the! publishing! of! the! final! text! on! an!
online!or!offline!platform!with!a!certain!reach!(output).! It! is!produced! inside!or!outside!an!
editorial! office! or! environment! along! professional! journalistic! guidelines! and! values! that!
meet!the!criteria!of!topicality,!periodicity,!publicity!and!universality,!and!thus!establishes!a!
public! sphere.! The! technology! of! NLG! is! furthermore! identified! as! the! central! technical!
innovation!that!enables!Algorithmic!Journalism.!
To!outline!the!economic!potential!of!NLG!in!journalism!(see!Lewis!and!Westlund!2014!






After! identifying!the!most!relevant!service!providers! in!NLG,!13!semi`structured! interviews!
form!the!basis!of! this!analysis.!The! interviews!were!conducted!between!7!December!2014!
and!2!September!2015!via!face`to`face!(3),!telephone!(1)!and!Skype!(9)!and!lasted!between!
27!and!124!minutes.!To!gain! insights! in!the!development!of!the!market!and! its! journalistic!
orientation,! this! paper! follows!Heuss! (1965)! and! classifies!NLG! into!market! phases.!While!
publicly! available! information! about! the! companies! and! their! clients! is! limited,! the!
interviews! allow! conclusions! on! the! markets! potential! and! the! use! of! the! technology! in!
professional!journalism.!
The!methodological!and!conceptual!approach!of!this!paper!is!based!on!triangulation,!
following! Flick! (2008,! 12)! and! Denzin! (1970;! 1989).! By! triangulation! the! combination! of!
methods! and! theoretical! perspectives! can! lead! to! an! increase! in! knowledge! about!NLG! in!
journalism!and!is!suitable!for!the!analysis!of!this!new!technological!development!as!a!“fully!
grounded!interpretive!research!approach”!(Denzin!1989,!246).!
The! technological! potential! anlysis! as!well! as! the! economic! overview! therefore! set!






model.! Although!NLG! is! not! a! new! research! field,! having! first! appeared! in! the! 1950s! as! a!
minor! part! of! machine! translation! (Reiter! 2010;! McDonald! 2010),! it! only! became! an!
independent!research!subfield! in!the!1980s.!The!processes!of! language!generation!steadily!
advanced! due! to! growing! data! availability! and! the! importance! of! statistical! data! analysis!
(Reiter! 2010).! A! popular! application! of! NLG! was! textual! weather! forecasting,! e.g.! FOG!
(Goldberg!et!al.!1994)!or!SumTime!(Reiter!et!al.!2005).!Other!NLG!applications!are!based!on!









sequence! of! stages! that! transforms! input! through! specified! computational! procedures!
(throughput)! into!output”! (Latzer!et!al.!2014,!4).!Algorithms!are!dynamic! in!nature!as!they!
are!“constantly!adjusted!in!efforts!to!improve!their!performance!in!accordance!with!specific!
criteria”!(Napoli!2014,!344).!
Depending! on! the! purpose! of! the! application! Latzer! et! al.! (2014)! use! this! basic!
definition!for!the!framework!of!“Algorithmic!Selection!on!the!Internet”!where!a!selection!of!
elements!from!a!basic!set!is!processed!according!to!certain!rules,!followed!by!a!structuring!
and! ranking! of! relevant! information! into! an! intended! output.! These! two! aspects! –! the!
selection! and! the! assignment! of! relevance! –! are! reflected! in! the! functionality! of! the!
framework!and!its!applications.!This!basic!functionality!can!also!be!applied!to!applications!of!
NLG! as! they! operate! similarly! (Reiter! and! Dale! 2000;! McDonald! 2010;! Reiter! 2010;!




Besides! this! adaption! of! functionality,! NLG! is! also! able! to! fulfill! promises! of!
algorithmic!selection.!As!it!will!be!shown!in!the!technological!potential!analysis,!NLG!is!able!
to! reduce! various! kinds! of! transaction! costs! due! to! process! automation! (e.g.,! search! and!
information!costs)!(Latzer!et!al.!2014,!29).!Based!on!initial!programming!of!the!NLG!software!






financial,! weather! or! traffic! data! (input),! which! is! processed! according! to! predefined!
linguistic!and!statistical!rules!(throughput)!to!a!text!(output)!in!natural!language.!
A! language! is!a! set!of! strings!over! some!alphabet,!which! is! sometimes! specified!by!
grammars!within!a!grammar!framework!(Pratt`Hartmann!2010,!55).!Within!this!framework,!
any! grammar! recognizes! a! unique! language,! which! has! to! be! coded! in! order! to! generate!
texts! in!different! languages.! Thereby! the!process!of! generation! is!often!divided! into! three!
stages:! 1.! document! planning,! 2.!micro! planning,! and! 3.! realization.! The! following! section!
refers! to! the! research! of! Reiter! and! Dale! (2000)! and! Reiter! (2010)! for! a! simplified!
understanding!of!the!architecture!of!NLG!for!journalistic!news!production.!
In! general! terms,! the! goal! of! document% planning% (input! level)! is! to! identify! the!
information! that! is! useful! to! the!user!or! the! intended!output.! The! input! to! the!document!
planner! –! structured! data! –! is! the! input! to! the! entire! NLG! system.! This! data,! the! “main!
ingredient”!of!NLG! in! journalism,!can!be!accessed!via!public!APIs!or!via!private!data!bases!
(e.g.,! internal! client! data).! For! content`related! text! generation! and! therefore! every!
journalistic!product!based!on!NLG,!individual!codes,!rules,!and!dictionaries!have!to!be!coded!




should!be!processed!and! transformed! into!natural! language.!Thus,! the! final! result! is! apart!




The! core! of! this! generation! process! is! the! throughput! level! (micro% planning)! that!
defines!the!input`output!relationship!(text%planning!and!realization).!Starting!from!the!input!
level! (request),!algorithms!apply!statistical!operations!to!select!elements!from!a!basic!data!
set!and!assign! relevance! to! them.!The!NLG!system!must!decide!which! linguistic! structures!
(words,!syntax,!sentences)!should!be!used!to!communicate!the!desired! information!and! in!
the!realization!(throughput)!stage,!it!must!decide!which!forms!of!words!to!use,!and!in!which!
order! they! will! appear.! Feedback! loops! thereby! indicate! the! human! influence! on! the!
generation!process!which! is!optimized!until! the!desired!result! is!achieved.!As!Reiter!(2010,!
577)! notes,! this! content! generation! process! is! complex! and! requires! many! decisions,!
including! the! lexical% choice! (choosing!which! content!and!words! should!be!used! to!express!
domain! concepts! and! data! reference);! referring% expressions! to! identify! domain! entities;!
syntactic% choice! (choosing! syntactic! structures! in! generated! sentences! and! aggregation!
(choosing!how!many!messages!should!be!expressed!in!each!sentence).!






a! technological! potential! analysis! is! used! as! a! suitable! tool! to! discover! the! technical!
possibilities!and!limitations!of!a!technology!(Neuberger!2001,!92).!
As! pointed! out,! this! analysis! can! be! viewed! from! a! technical! and! an! institutional!
perspective! (Wolf! 2014),! while! both! positions! are! identified! not! as! contrary! but! as! two!
stages!during!the!institutionalization!of!NLG!in!journalism.!Also!Young!and!Hermida!point!out!
that! “the! development! and! application! of! algorithms! in! journalism! requires! both! a!
technological!and!sociological!lens”!(2014,!3).!Therefore,!NLG!is!regulated!and!influenced!by!
the! characteristics! of! the! Internet! as! an! enabling`technology! for! data! collection! and! text!
distribution!via!cloud!based!solutions.!From!a!sociological!lens!(see!RQ2),!e.g.!the!integration!
of!NLG!products!into!organizational!routines!of!professional!media!organizations!have!to!be!
discussed! (Kiefer!2010;!Neverla!2001).!As! for!now,! this!paper! focuses!on!the!technological!
lens! first! to! analyze! NLG! from! a! primarily! technology`centered! view.! Knowing! that! the!
analysis! of! its! technical! potential! is! only! a! necessary! first! step! of! a! broader! institutional!
analysis!as!expectations!of!media!companies,!the!industry,!and!the!public!have!to!be!taken!
into!account!(Wolf!2014,!70).!
The! technical! perspective! is! illustrated! according! to! the! technological! potential!
analysis! by! Neuberger! (2001)! for! online! journalism! and! Wolf! (2014)! for! applications! in!
mobile!journalism.!For!this!analysis!ten!technical!potential!dimensions!are!identified,!derived!
from!scientific! literature!focusing!NLG!(Reiter!and!Dale!2000;!McDonald!2010;!Reiter!2010;!
Carstensen! et! al.! 2010)! and! journalism! (Wolf! 2014;! Neuberger! 2001).! As! there! is! limited!
research! on!NLG! and! its! use! in! journalism,! additional! technological! characteristics! of! NLG!
from!the!interviews!were!taken!into!account!(here:!production!routines).!
!The! final! potential! dimensions! therefore! include! established! online! characteristics!






propose! a! new! theory! or! definition! of! journalism! but! instead! provides! a! comprehensive!
classification.! Although! there! are! many! possible! understandings! of! journalism! as! well! as!
theoretical!approaches!(Löffelholz!2008;!Quandt!2005,!23),!it!is!agreed!upon!that!journalism!
is!a!form!of!public!communication!(Quandt!2000,!484).!In!this!paper,!“journalism”!is!seen!as!
“as! a! social! system! that! enables! society! to! observe! itself,! as! it! provides! the! public!
independently!and!periodically!with!information!and!issues!that!are!considered!newsworthy,!
relevant,! and! fact`based”! (Weischenberg,! Malik,! and! Scholl! 2012,! 207).! Central! to! this!
theoretical! understanding! are! media! organizations! as! institutions,! which! fulfill! specific!
functions!for!society!(Weischenberg,!Malik,!and!Scholl!2006,!347).!
Analyzing! NLG! in! journalism! from! an! institutional! perspective,! this! paper! follows!
Weischenberg,!Malik,!and!Scholl!(2006)!and!argues!that!journalism!is!constituted!through!a!
social,! organizational! and! professional! sphere.! On! a! social! level,! journalism! fulfills! certain!
tasks!by!observing!parts!of! society!and!provides! the!public!with! relevant! information.!This!




2003,! 127;! Weischenberg,! Malik,! and! Scholl! 2006,! 346).! Furthermore,! the! principles! of!
topicality,! periodicity,! publicity! and! universality! (Groth! 1960,! 360)! are! not! linked! to! a!
technical! artifact! such! as! the! newspaper! and! are! also! transferable! to! the! general!











While!multimedia! is! the! integration! of! different!media! for! the! communication! and!
mediation! of! information,! including! text,! photo,! graphic,! video,! animations,! and! audio!
(Meier!2002,!129),!presently,!NLG!in!the!sense!of!computational!linguistics!is!the!generation!
of! texts! in! human! language! (Reiter! 2010).! But! as! outlined! above,! it! is! the! combination! of!
different! tools! and! other! technologies! that! complement! journalistic! NLG! products.! While!
digital! journalism! in! general! is! still! primarily! text`based! and! is! only! enriched! with!
photographs,! videos! and! graphics! (Quandt! 2008,! 140),! NLG! as! the! core! technology!
constantly!progresses!and!fulfills!the!prerequisite!of!multimediality.!As!there!are!already!NLG!
















Publication! speed! is! important! in! digital! journalism! and! online! content! can! be!
continuously! updated! if! (live)! data! is! available,! thereby! ignoring! traditional! production!
routines! (Neuberger! 2003,! 60).! Presently,! structured! data! sources! are! hardly! available! for!
NLG! (e.g.,! only! for! specific! domains).! The! term! topicality! includes! the! speed! of! content!
production!within!media!organizations!as!well!as!the!relevance!of!a!topic!(Meier!2003,!253).!
The! connectivity! to!data!bases! (public!or!private,!offline!or!online)! therefore! shortens! the!




that!NLG!systems!do!not!produce!errors!as! they!are!definitely!able! to!do!wrong! reporting!
based!on!wrong!coding!or!wrong!data!sources!(Fox!News!2015).!This!is!also!leading!to!ethical!
challenges.! As! for! example! The! Associated! Press! has! stopped! monitoring! every! single!











(2014,!94)!notes,! content! refers! to! the! local,! temporal,!event`related,!and! interest`specific!
sphere!of!the!user.!This!can!be!news!on!the!favorite!football!club!or!the!latest!developments!
of!the!stock!market.!With!NLG!being!contextOsensitive%and!service!providers!heavily!focusing!
on!processing!real`time!data! for! text!generation! (e.g.,! stock!market!news),! the!audience! is!







already! delivered! and! scraped! by! their! clients.! While! the! technological! and! linguistic!
capabilities!of!NLG!are!steadily!increasing,!the!availability!of!data!is!the!main!issue.!By!now,!
companies! and! clients! tend! to! scrape! data! via! open! APIs,! however,! they! often! do! not!




(Reiter! and! Dale! 2000;! also! see! table! 3).! Moreover,! the! automation! of! NLG! reduces!
transactions!costs!for!search!and!information!and!journalists!are!thus!able!to!focus!on!other!
relevant!tasks!as!the!software!is!processing!the!data!autonomously!after!coding.!
Considering! that! NLG! is! a! highly! complex! process! in! the! field! of! computational!
linguistics,!algorithms!are!not!able!to!generate!texts!without!human! interference.!But!still,!
these!new!production! routines!are! leading! to! shifts! in! journalistic! roles.!Although!evolving!
journalistic! work! processes! are! not! new,! they! often! force! “new! tasks! on! reporters! and!
editors!alike”! (Powers!2012,!27).! I! argue! that! the!direct!and!active!human!element!during!
the!process!of!content!creation!is!eliminated!in!Algorithmic!Journalism.!This!is!not!to!say!that!
the! human! factor! is! eliminated! from! content! creation! altogether,! because! algorithms! are!
themselves! developed! by! humans.! The! point! is! that! the! individual! journalist! in! NLG! is!
changing!to!a!more!indirect!role!(Napoli!2014)!before,!during%and%after!text!production.!As!
for! example! source! selection! (input),! fact! checking,! the! actual!writing! (throughput! –! both!
depending! on! coding)! and! distribution! (output)! are! automated! and! pre`selected! in!










underlying! set! of! world! knowledge! expands,! NLG! struggles! with! ambiguity! of! words! and!
phrases! (e.g.,! ball:! leather! ball! or! dance?).! This! is! why! companies! focus! on! journalistic!





For!example,! there! is!no! source! checking!and! the!data!bases!have! to!be!very! reliable!and!
well`maintained!(Carstensen!et!al.!2010).!
Independent! journalistic! interpretation! and! reflection,! e.g.! of! political! issues,! poses!
major!challenges!for!NLG.!Journalistic!narration!(e.g.,!arc!of!suspense)!is!also!severly!limited!
(Reiter! 2010).! NLG! in! journalism! is! thus!more! of! a! starting! point! and! information! can! be!
added!to!the!generated!text!(e.g.,!quotes!from!stakeholders,!experts!etc.).!






















The!beginning! integration!of!NLG! into! the!daily!operation!of!media!organizations! is!
already!able!to!generate!a!certain!reach!(see!table!3).!For!example,!the!major!wire!service!
The!Associated!Press!(AP)!uses!this!technology!to!generate!earning!reports!for!their!clients!in!
the! AP! Style! Guide.! Such! reports! are! labeled! “This! story! was! generated! by! Automated!














(see! table!3),!evaluating!whether!products!match! the!standards!and!quality!of! their!brand!
and!how!journalists!and!users!react.!These!case!studies!also!guarantee!the!influence!of!the!
professional!journalistic!actor!on!the!individual!product,!which!is!tailored!to!the!needs!of!the!
client! and! the! audience.! Therefore,! the! software! training! guarantees! the!matching! of! the!
individual! writing! style! and! the! expected! output.! No! media! organization! integrates!
automated!news!without!serious!testing,!as!media!organizations!have!more!to!lose!than!just!
readers! (e.g.,! credibility! of! their! brand).! At! this! stage! of! product! development,! the!







In! general,! “the! use! of! algorithms! for!media! production! contains! an! editorial! logic!
based! on! the! socially! situated! choices! of!media! professionals”! (Young! and!Hermida! 2014,!
384).!The!influence!of!the!journalist!in!NLG!is!visible!as!the!texts!are!generated!according!to!
different!rules!and!routines!specific!to!the!media!organization.!For!example,!the!adjustment!
of! the!AP!earning! reports!matching! the!AP!style!guide! took!nearly!one!year!before! launch!











Argued! from! a! technological`institutional! perspective,! NLG! is! able! to! perform! the!
principle! of! topicality! (e.g.,! Quakebot! reports! immediately! after! the! earthquake;! sports!
results! after! or! during! the! games).! The! principle! of! periodicity! is! fulfilled! as! texts! can! be!







The! above! conditions! enable! the! observation! of! society! within! different! topics,!
although! there!are! technical! limitations! (reasoning,! reflection,!and! interpretation).!Despite!
















present! state! of! the! market! for! Algorithmic! Journalism! indicating! the! process! of!
institutionalization!of!NLG!on!an!organizational! level.!The!classification! into!market!phases!
therefore! allows! conclusions! on! its! potential! growth! as! there! is! a! connection! between!
market! phases! and! market! structures.! Heuss! (1965)! notes! that! markets! go! through! five!
ideal`type! stages! during! their! development:! the! experimental! phase!where! the! product! is!
invented,! developed,! and! launched;! the! expansion! phase! characterized! by! exponential!
growth;!the!maturity!phase!where!growth!diminishes;!the!stagnation!phase!with!nearly!no!








NLG! technology!as! their! core!business.!Given! the!very! limited! information!available!about!
such!companies!–!particularly!on!the!development!and!offer!of! journalistic!NLG!products!–!
interviews! were! conducted! to! complement! the! market! overview.! These! semi`structured!
expert! interviews,! which! lasted! between! 27! and! 124! minutes,! were! conducted! with! the!







journalism! (see! table! 3).! In! order! to! draw! a! holistic! picture! of! the! market,! all! service!
providers! were! asked! about! the! legal! form! of! the! company,! the! founding! year,! external!
funding,! employees,! languages! of! text! generation,! topics! covered! for! journalistic! use,!








As! the! companies! differ! in! size,! assets,! and! product! portfolio,! they! decrease! their!
dependency!on!one!market!segment!as!they!also!offer!NLG!solutions!for!e.g.!e`commerce,!
finance,!oil!industry,!healthcare!or!the!farming!industry.!This!likely!due!to!the!complexity!of!
NLG,! the! limited! availability! of! data,! the! time`consuming! individualization! of! journalistic!
products!due!to!high!quality!standards!in!journalism,!and!the!general!view!that!journalistic!
products!alone!are!hardly!profitable.!This!complexity!also!forces!media!organizations!to!buy!





service! providers! like! YSEOP! (FRA/USA),! Linguastat! (USA),! OnlyBoth! (USA),! who! were! also!





clients! terminate! their! contracts! (e.g.,! Arria! and! Shell! Exploration! &! Production! Company;!
Arria!NLG!2015).!The!investments!by!external!business!angels!are!not!an!indicator!of!market!
success.!It!is!more!of!a!vision!of!the!technology’s!potential.!The!interviewees!refused!to!give!
details! regarding! the! revenue! of! the! companies.! Pilot! projects! can be!demarcated!at!
about!€25.000.!Although!service!providers!report!that!they!are!constantly! negotiating! with! 
well`known! media! organizations,! only! few! products! have!officially! been! launched! –! 
those! that! are! available! mainly! serve! financial! and! sports!reporting.!
!13!
!
The! primary! reason! why! these! companies! focus! on! journalistic! products! for! the!
sports! and! financial! domain! is! that! processable! and! structured! data! are! available! in! a!
scalable! amount.! Additionally,! the! language,! rules,! and! settings! can! be! easily! defined! in!
terms!of!programing!in!a!discrete!framework!and!domain.!!
As!a!result!of!the!interviews!table!3!shows!the!market!and!gives!an!overview!of!the!
potential!and!core!uses!of!Algorithmic! Journalism.!With! few!service!providers,! limited!and!
resembling!journalistic!products!available,!Algorithmic!Journalism!is!likely!found!either!in!an!
experimental! market! phase! or! in! an! early! stage! of! market! expansion! phase.! But! the!
integration! of! these! products! within! professional! media! organizations! already! indicates! a!







Based! on! the! framework! of! algorithmic! selection! and! the! technological! potential! analysis,!
this!paper! identified!the!technological!possibilities!and! limitations!of!NLG! in! journalism.! Its!
journalistic!application!was!conceptualized!as!Algorithmic!Journalism!with!NLG!serving!as!the!
central! technical! innovation! enabling! it.! The! described! technical! limitations! as!well! as! the!
dependence!of!NLG!on!structured!data!does!not!change!the!fact!that!NLG!is!able!to!perform!
institutionalized!tasks!of!professional!journalism!on!a!technological!level.!!
This! mainly! technological! discussion! therefore! sets! the! basis! to! analyze! upcoming!
challenges!for!journalism!research!at!the!intersection!of!big!data!like!the!shift!of!journalistic!




on! the! one! hand! seek! to! reduce! costs! (Stavelin! 2013,! 27;! Kiefer! 2001,! 33).! On! the! other!
hand,! they! are! also! desperately! looking! for! new! journalistic! products! and!ways! to! satisfy!
their! audience.! The! interviews! and! the! classification! into! market! phases! show! that! the!
market! for! Algorithmic! Journalism! is! still! relatively! small.! But! service! providers! already!
pressure! traditional! media! organizations! (AI! 2015a,! b).! The! integration! of! AJ! into! the!
portfolio! of!media! organizations! also! indicate! a! starting! institutionalization! of! Algorithmic!
Journalism! on! an! organizational! level.! As! the! costs! of! NLG! systems! are! low! compared! to!
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Characterstics of the Internet Characteristics of NLG 
− Multimediality 
− Interactivity 
− Additivity  
− Topicality 
− Selectivity  
− Context sensivity 
− Data availability 
− Data quality 
− Language diversity 








































Premises Possibilities Limitations 
− Data 
availability 
− Data quality 
− Production routines, e.g. reduce 
transactions costs for search & 
information 
− Selectivity, e.g. conquer niche markets 
and special interest content 
− Language diversity 
− Topicality; e.g. information and 




− Context sensivity 
− Production routines, e.g. world 
knowledge (special domains and 
contexts) 
− Production routines, e.g. reflection of 
content & assessment of facts, 
reasoning  
− Production routines; e.g. narration (arc 
of suspense)  






































Company Country  Legal Form Founding Year 
Launch NLG 
Software External Funding Employees 
Languages 
(To date) 
Topics covered for 
journalistic use Journalistic Products Journalistic Clients 
Automated 




2007 2007, branded as  Wordsmith 2014 
About $10.8 Million from 11 
Investors before being 
acquired by Vista Equity 
Partners 
About 40 (1) ENG − Finance 
− Sports 
− Corporate earnings stories (AP) 
− NCAA College sports (AP) (in dev.) 
− Yahoo Sports Fantasy Football 
− Associated Press (USA) 
− Yahoo! (USA) 
Narrative 
Science USA Inc. 2010 
2011 
Quill 
About $32.4 Million from 7 
Investors About 80 (1) ENG 
− Finance 
− Sports 
− Earnings estimates of stock market 
companies (Forbes) 
− Sports statistics (e.g. basketball, American 
football, softball, baseball) (launched). 
− Forbes (USA) 
− Big Ten Network  (USA) 
− Game Changer (USA) 
− 5-10 signed contracts with 
US media (not public) 
Aexea GER GmbH 2001 2009  AX Semantics no About 42 
(12) ENG, GER, FR, ESP,  
NL, DNK, SWE, NOR, IT,  





− Match announcements for all European 
Soccer Leagues (in German), American 
Football 
− Stock exchange reports 
− Celebrity football news (in German) 
− 5 media clients (non-
disclosure agreement) + 
Sports-Information-
Service (SID) (GER) 
Text-On GER GmbH 2013 2014 Text-On no 
About 6, not 
payed (1) GER − Finance 
− Pilot-project in the financial sector (in dev.; 
Berliner Morgenpost) 
− Share price descriptions  
− Berliner Morgenpost 
(GER) 
− Finanzen100.de (GER) 
2txt NLG GER UG  2013 2013 2txt no About 5 (1) GER 
− Finance 
− Sports 
−  Football product (in dev.) 
− Share price descriptions (in dev.) − Beginning of negotiations 
Retresco GER GmbH 2008 2013 Rtr text engine no About 27 (1) GER − Sports 
− Preliminary reports of football games in 
lower German leagues (Kreisklasse)  
− FussiFreunde (GER) 
− Neue Osnabrücker 
Zeitung 
− Weserkurier 





Textomatic GER AG 2015 2015 Textomatic no About 5 







− Stock exchange reports 
− Travel advices  
− Personalized weather reports 
− 2 media clients 
(Handelsblatt and 1 
regional newspaper) 
Syllabs FR LLC 2006 2012 Data2content no About 11 (3) ENG, FR, ESP − Politics 
− Project on departmental elections 2015 in 
France − Le Monde (FR) 
Labsense FR SAS 2011 2013 Scribt_ Less than $565.000 About 6 (3) FR, ENG, GER − Economy − Project on local news in France (in dev.) − Beginning of negotiations 
Arria GB PLC 2011 2012 Arria NLG Engine 
About $36 Million from 
shares About 50 (1) ENG − Weather 
− Weather report module for two regions in 
Europe (UK and Germany) − MeteoGroup (UK) 
Tencent CHN Ltd. 1998 2015 Dreamwriter No information 
No 
information (1) CHN − Finance − CPI report on China´s growth  − No information 
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